
MADE TO ORDER TROUSERS OR BREEKS SIZING GUIDE
Ideally we prefer for you to check your garment measurements, in particular the waist of the trousers as the actual measure-
ment will often vary depending on the maker/brand.  Please measure a pair of well fitting trousers. Body waist measurements 
can be unreliable, although we do request a Body Seat Measurement.
MEASURE WAIST - Measure across the waistband and double it to give you your trouser waist size. Our trouser tailor will make 
the waistband actual measurement. (Please disregard size labels in off the peg trousers, as in some cases these are not accu-
rate measurements)
MEASURE INSIDE LEG - Measure the inside seam from the crotch (fork) to the hem. Note: there is no standard inside leg on the 
charts below as all trousers and breeks are made to your required length.
MEASURE OUTSIDE LEG - Measure the outside seam from the bottom of the waistband to the hem. This is used to calculate 
your rise Outside Leg minus Inside leg = Rise.

PLEASE CONTACT US IF YOU NEED ANY ASSISTANCE 

Please contact us if you need any assistance. Customer Service: +44 (0) 113 887 8424 or info@bookster.co.uk

 A. Garment Across Waist

 B. Garment Across Seat (measure from edge 
to edge at the level of the bottom of the 
pockets)

 C. Length Garment Inseam

 D. Garment Thigh (measure across 
the thigh 3” below the crotch seam (fork))

 E. Garment Hem Width

 F. Garment Outseam

GARMENT MEASUREMENTS BODY MEASUREMENTS (optional)
Measure all the way round your body circumference, taken in 
shirt and trousers.

Chest (this should be around the chest, just
below the armpit at largest part)

Waist/Stomach (at jacket waist level, just 
below rib cage at largest part)

Seat (at largest part)

Please have these measurements ready when placing your order 
online.


